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Summary: The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) lumen stores a crucial source
of calcium (Ca2+) maintained orders of magnitude higher than the cyto-
sol for the activation of a plethora of cellular responses transmitted in
health and disease by a mutually efficient and communicative exchange
of Ca2+ between compartments. A coordination of the Ca2+ signal is
evident in the development of Ca2+ release-activated Ca2+ (CRAC) entry,
vital to lymphocyte activation and replenishing of the ER Ca2+ stores,
where modest decreases in ER luminal Ca2+ induce sustained increases in
cytosolic Ca2+ sourced from steadfast extracellular Ca2+ supplies. While
protein sensors that transduce Ca2+ signals in the cytosol such as calmod-
ulin are succinctly understood, comparative data on the ER luminal Ca2+

sensors is only recently coming to light with the discovery that stromal
interaction molecules (STIMs) sense variations in ER stored Ca2+ levels in
the functional regulation of plasma membrane Orai proteins, the major
component of CRAC channel pores. Drawing from data on the role
of STIMs in the modulation of CRAC entry, this review illustrates the
structural features that delimit the functional characteristics of ER Ca2+

sensors relative to well known cytoplasmic Ca2+ sensors.

Keywords: stromal interaction molecule, store-operated calcium entry, calcium release-
activated calcium, EF-hand, sterile a-motif, calcium sensor

Introduction

Calcium (Ca2+) is a vital messenger in all eukaryotic cells,

differentially regulating diverse cellular phenomena via

spatiotemporal partitioning of Ca2+ levels (1). External stimuli

provoke alterations in basal intracellular Ca2+ concentrations

[Ca2+]i, directly or indirectly effecting proteins that regulate,

for example, exocytosis, contraction, metabolism, transcrip-

tion, fertilization, proliferation, vision, memory, and the

immune response (2). Eukaryotic cells maintain low resting

free Ca2+ concentrations in the cytosol (i.e. sub-lM) so that

only small fluctuations in local [Ca2+]i levels (i.e. 10)7–

10)6 M) can yield a signaling effect; moreover, the evolution

of the Ca2+ signal in this regard precludes the large energetic

cost associated with shifting high local ion concentrations and



overcomes the poor solubility of cytoplasmic Ca2+-phosphate

salts at elevated Ca2+ levels (3). Ca2+-binding proteins acting

on various enzymes and downstream effectors decode, poten-

tiate, and transduce the Ca2+ signals, playing vital negative

and positive feedback roles in Ca2+ transport and ultimately

enabling cells to generate rapid changes in local Ca2+ levels in

phenomena known as spikes and waves (2).

The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) compartmentalizes an

internal store of Ca2+ imperative to sourcing transient cyto-

solic [Ca2+]i changes. The ER lumen maintains Ca2+ levels that

are at least two orders of magnitude higher than the cytoplasm

(Fig. 1); this steep pitch in concentration is essential for rapid

signaling to the cytosol at a low energetic cost. A cytosolic

transient which results from diminishing a high fraction of

the Ca2+ store would be detrimental, as numerous fundamen-

tal Ca2+-dependent processes are implemented within the ER

lumen (i.e. protein folding, degradation, chaperonal activity,

vesicle trafficking, lipid, and steroid biosynthesis) (4).

Although the ER occupies a large space within cells providing

a significant transient source of Ca2+, a more steadfast supply

of the signaling ion is available to eukaryotes in the extracellu-

lar medium, where Ca2+ levels are maintained several orders

of magnitude higher than the cytosol (i.e. approximately 1–

2 mM) (Fig. 1). Synchronization of ER luminal Ca2+ efflux

with extracellular Ca2+ influx into the cytoplasm is essential,

as unrelentingly high [Ca2+]i is cytotoxic and can lead to

apoptosis and necrosis.

The Ca2+ flux protein machinery consisting of ion channels,

pumps, exchangers, buffers, as well as sensors coordinate

highly localized Ca2+ signals with contributions from every

cellular compartment (1, 2). An example of harmonization

between Ca2+ signals originating from both the ER luminal

store and extracellular space is store-operated Ca2+ entry

(SOCE). Eukaryotes have evolved SOCE, also known as capaci-

tive Ca2+ entry, as a principal Ca2+ entry pathway for achieving

a prolonged elevation of cytoplasmic [Ca2+]i. Although the

model for this evolutionarily conserved signaling process was

proposed almost 25 years ago (5), the molecular flux compo-

nents were only recently identified and characterized. SOCE is

the process whereby the ER luminal Ca2+ store depletion leads

to the formation and opening of highly selective plasma mem-

brane (PM) Ca2+ channels that facilitate a sustained increase in

[Ca2+]i; this prolonged increase in cytosolic Ca2+ is crucial for

stimulating a cellular response (e.g. transcription activation)

and for replenishing the ER stores (6).

In lymphocytes, SOCE through PM Ca2+ release-activated

Ca2+ (CRAC) channels is the principal means of increasing

cytosolic Ca2+ levels. In the absence of sustained Ca2+ influx

through CRAC channels, lymphocyte activation, proliferation,

and other effector functions are severely compromised, lead-

ing to rare but very intrusive immunodeficiency diseases

(7–10). Overall, Ca2+ signaling in lymphocytes is well

defined. T-cell receptor or G-protein-coupled receptor stimu-

lation signals phospholipase-dependent catalysis of phosphati-

dylinositol 1,4-bisphosphate to 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3). IP3

is a diffusible messenger that binds to the IP3 receptor located

on the ER membrane, promoting Ca2+ efflux from the ER

lumen. SOCE is initiated and CRAC entry ensues, providing

the principal source of cytoplasmic Ca2+ for cytokine secretion

and proliferation critical to the immune response (11).

Transient receptor potential (TRP) channels have long been

proposed to be components of CRAC entry (12, 13); however,

the TRP link is tumultuous due to the inability of TRP knock-

down to affect SOCE ⁄CRAC entry (12, 14) and other more

recent conflicting data (vide infra). In 2005, stromal interaction

Fig. 1. Ca2+ interchange and sensing in SOCE ⁄ CRAC entry. The cyto-
plasm functions at Ca2+ concentrations in the range of the affinity esti-
mates for the four binding sites of CaM. At low Ca2+, CaM is in a
‘resting’ state characterized by the absence of intermolecular target inter-
actions. At high cytoplasmic Ca2+, the binding sites are saturated, and the
EF-hands are in the ‘open’ conformation suitable for target interaction.
The ER lumen operates at Ca2+ levels at least two orders of magnitude
higher than the cytoplasm. The Ca2+ affinity of known ER sensors is in
the same range as estimates for luminal Ca2+ concentrations. However,
the ER sensor is dormant with ‘open’ EF-hand intramolecular interactions
at saturating Ca2+ levels, and in the active ‘excited’ state upon luminal
depletion. Ca2+ moves from the lumen to the cytoplasm via IP3 receptors
(IP3R) (orange arrow); however, molecular signaling as a result of
sensing in the lumen triggers Ca2+ release into the cytoplasm from the
extracellular space via CRAC channels (purple arrow). Ultimately,
sarcoplasmic ⁄ ER Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA) pumps refill the lumen from
cytoplasmic Ca2+ (cyan arrow). Kd

avg, average of the range of Ca2+

dissociation constants.
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molecule-1 (STIM1) was identified by two independent inhib-

iting ribonucleic acid (RNAi) studies as an ER luminal protein

that senses Ca2+ depletion and regulates the opening of PM

Ca2+ channels (15–17), the first such acknowledged ER Ca2+-

dependent sensor. In 2006, an additional major component of

the PM Ca2+ channel was identified in Orai1 (or CRACM1) by

pedigree analysis of inheritable severe combined immunodefi-

ciency patients and RNAi studies (10, 18, 19); the Orai1 pro-

tein has since been confirmed as the major SOCE Ca2+ channel

pore subunit on the PM (20–22). To fully appreciate the

unique function conferred by STIM ER Ca2+ sensors, an over-

view of the structure and function relationship of model intra-

cellular Ca2+ sensors is provided.

Paradigm of intracellular Ca2+ sensing

Intracellular Ca2+ sensors are proteins that undergo a confor-

mational response to the binding or dissociation of the Ca2+

ion, ultimately mediating a specific cellular function through

a biomolecular interaction (23). The function of sensors is

different from protein buffers, which bind or release Ca2+ to

preserve or fine-tune local Ca2+ levels, and unlike pumps and

exchangers, which shuttle Ca2+ between compartments

against a concentration gradient. Most intracellular Ca2+

sensor proteins employ a well-characterized Ca2+-binding

motif termed the EF-hand, first elucidated at the atomic level

in the parvalbumin crystal structure (24). The EF-hand motif

consists of a helix-loop-helix architecture with a 12 residue

interhelical loop containing several consensus amino acids for

coordination of a single Ca2+ ion. Typically, a pair of EF-hand

motifs constitutes a single structural unit, generating Ca2+

binding cooperativity, increasing structural stability, and

augmenting Ca2+ sensitivity (25–27). The archetypal Ca2+

sensor crucial for various signaling processes is calmodulin

(CaM), which maintains a very high sequence conservation

from roundworms to humans (28). CaM (148 residues)

encodes two EF-hand domains (i.e. four total EF-hand motifs)

that are linked through a central flexible linker; moreover, all

four binding loops coordinate Ca2+ with high affinity (i.e. Kd

approximately 0.1–1 lM) and cooperativity (29). While CaM

and many other Ca2+ sensor proteins (e.g., DREAM and Ca2+-

binding protein 1) encode four motifs, several sensors encode

only a pair (e.g. S100 proteins and nucleobindin); these afore-

mentioned Ca2+ sensor proteins all function in the cytoplasm

or nucleus. However, in some instances only a single EF-hand

motif is detectable by sequence analysis (vide infra).

While many Ca2+ sensors have genetically evolved

polymorphic isoforms for recognition of different targets in

sensing function, CaM is structurally capable of adapting to

many binding partners (28). Two structural characteristics in

CaM promote this promiscuity: first, a long central helix

connecting the two EF-hand domains (i.e. EF-hand pairs) has

a flexible portion (residues 78–81) that can be dramatically

bent, allowing each domain to change independently in the

accommodation of a target, and second, the hydrophobic cleft

formed by each domain is rich in Met amino acids that confer

a local litheness for intimate interaction with different hydro-

phobic residues (25, 28, 30). The list of CaM binding partners

is too great to review here (i.e. over 300 targets) (31);

however, many proteins important in T-cell activation are

regulated via heterotypic CaM interactions in the cytosol such

as the calcineurin phosphatase (32), the ER-membrane

anchored IP3 receptor (33), CaM kinase II, and CaM kinase IV

(34). CaM also has been shown to interact with the cytosolic

portion of both STIM1 and STIM2 in cell culture and in vitro

(35, 36).

CaM is an effective cytosolic Ca2+ sensor, as it can structur-

ally and functionally respond to (i.e. sense) changes in the

range of signals generated by Ca2+ spikes, waves, and oscilla-

tions within the cytoplasm. To achieve this sensitivity, CaM

binds Ca2+ with high affinity (see before) and cooperativity,

so that the liganding of one Ca2+ ion increases the affinity of

the paired (i.e. backbone hydrogen bonded) loop for the next

Ca2+ ion; the sharp Ca2+ response facilitated by cooperativity

of Ca2+ binding confers an effective on–off molecular switch

function for CaM (Fig. 1). The low cytosolic Ca2+ levels define

the need for intricate Ca2+ binding dynamics in cytosolic

sensor proteins. How do compartmentalized Ca2+ sensors

function when Ca2+ levels are maintained orders of magni-

tude higher than the cytosol? STIM1, the recently discovered

Ca2+ sensor of the ER and essential activator SOCE, has shed

considerable light on the sensing mechanism within the ER

lumen. The focus of this review is on the structural and func-

tional characteristics of STIM molecules with respect to CRAC

channel activation in response to Ca2+ depletion within the

ER lumen. The available data define an archetypical ER Ca2+

sensor with some similarities but more important distinctions

compared with cytosolic sensors (i.e. CaM) that divide this

important class of Ca2+-binding proteins.

STIMs as ER-specific Ca2+ sensors

Sequence-based putative STIM domains

Human STIM1 is expressed as a 685 amino acid, type-I trans-

membrane protein with the C-terminal domains oriented

within the cytoplasm (Fig. 2A). While a fraction of STIM1 has
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been detected on the PM, most is localized on the ER mem-

brane positioning the N-terminal domains in the extracellular

space or ER lumen (15, 17, 37, 38). An ER localization signal,

a single EF-hand motif and a sterile a-motif (SAM) domain

have been identified within the N-terminal sequence of the

protein (39, 40). These N-terminal domains are implicated in

A 

B 

Fig. 2. Comparative domain architecture of the STIMs. (A) Domain architecture of human STIM1 and STIM2. The luminal regions of STIMs contain
highly conserved EF-hand and SAM domains (red broken box). The molecules are largely variable in a region proximal to the EF–SAM domain towards
the N-terminus (green broken box). The cytosolic portion contains two coiled-coil domains encoded through an ERM-like domain (blue broken box).
This highly conserved ERM-like region contains the OASF ⁄ CAD ⁄ SOAR regions functionally recognized as the activation domains of Orai1. Human STIMs
also encode conserved Pro ⁄ Ser-rich and Lys-rich stretches within the otherwise variable C-termini (green broken box). (B) Sequence alignments of
human STIM1 and STIM2. STIM1 (accession: NM_003156) and STIM2 (accession: NM_020860) sequences were aligned in ClustalW (118). Residues
exhibiting high conservation are shaded the corresponding color from Fig. 2A. All luminal cysteines are shaded yellow. Identified and putative regional
boundaries are indicated above each aligned stretch of amino acids. The canonical EF-hand binding loop is bounded with a red box and the non-canonical
loop is bounded by with a blue box. N, amino-terminus; S, ER signal peptide; EF1, canonical EF-hand 1; EF2, non-canonical EF-hand 2; TM, transmem-
brane region; cc1, coiled coil-1; cc2, coiled-coil-2; ERM, ezrin–radixin–moesin homology region; C, carboxy-terminus (adapted from 69, 86).
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Ca2+-sensing (vide infra). Post-translational modifications have

been characterized at specific Asn131 and Asn171 residues,

residing in the SAM domain, and have been implicated in

targeting STIM1 to the PM (41, 42).The N-terminal domains

are predicted to be separated from the C-terminal domains by

a single transmembrane-spanning segment (39). There are

two sequence-presumed coiled-coil regions within the cyto-

plasmic domains of STIM1; moreover, both these domains fall

within an ezrin–radixin–moesin (ERM)-like domain. Other

features of interest on the C-terminal side of the protein

include a Lys-rich domain and a Pro ⁄ Ser-rich region; phos-

phorylation occurs at several Ser and Thr sites within the

Pro ⁄ Ser-rich region (37).

Mammals express a second isoform, STIM2, which is

encoded with high sequence similarity (i.e. > 65%) to STIM1

(Fig. 2A, B). The greatest variation between the human homo-

logs occurs after the coiled-coil domains towards the C-termi-

nus (40, 43); however, there is also noted variability at the

N-terminal distal end of the proteins. The distribution of

STIM2 seems to be limited to the ER membrane, despite the

conserved Asn131 glycosylation site (i.e. Asn135 in STIM2);

this restricted localization may be due to a consensus ER-

retention signal in STIM2 (43). The most conserved domains

among invertebrate and vertebrate phylogeny (i.e. from

roundworms to flies to humans) are the EF-hand, SAM,

coiled-coil, and ERM-like regions (40).

Cell biology studies have established that ER luminal Ca2+

depletion results in a drastic redistribution of STIM1 from

homogeneous dispersion on the ER membrane to specific

cluster sites at ER–PM junctions (16, 17). The movement of

STIM1 to the discrete ER–PM cluster sites facilitates the

recruitment of the Orai1 component of the CRAC channel to

the same junctions, requisite for the sustained SOCE ⁄CRAC

entry (44–47). Co-overexpression of these proteins radically

enhances CRAC current (i.e. the inward rectifying current–

voltage relationship generated by the cytoplasmic influx of

divalent Ca2+ ions through PM CRAC channels) intimating

that both STIM1 and Orai1 are molecular components integral

to the formation SOCE ⁄CRAC entry (18, 48–50).

How does the Ca2+ sensing initiate STIM1 targeting to

ER–PM junctions inducing the subsequent opening of the Ca2+

channel pore? Cell biology experiments have improved the

understanding of the role that the most conserved STIM1 cyto-

plasmic regions play in STIM1 targeting to sites in close apposi-

tion to the PM and activation of Orai1 (51–54) (vide infra).

However, interest in defining STIM1 as the long sought after

Ca2+ sensor of the ER lumen existed in earlier studies that

linked STIM1 with SOCE ⁄CRAC entry. It is presently established

that the machinery required for the sensitivity to Ca2+ is

encoded within the N-terminal, ER lumen-oriented domains of

STIM1. Cell studies demonstrate that mutation of vital canoni-

cal Ca2+ liganding residues within the binding loop of the

EF-hand motif results in constitutive puncta (i.e. oligomeriza-

tion of STIM1 and clustering at ER–PM junctions with Orai1)

formation and activation of SOCE ⁄CRAC entry, presumably

due to the inability of the loop to coordinate Ca2+ (16, 17, 38,

49). Furthermore, deletion of the SAM domain produces a

STIM1 variant insensitive to Ca2+ and thus incapable of form-

ing inducible puncta (51). Oligomerization of STIM1 due to

ER-stored Ca2+ depletion is a key sensory event in the activation

of CRAC channels and occurs prior to accretion of STIM1 at

ER–PM junctions (53). The significance of this preliminary

oligomerization step was fully appreciated in an elegant study

that replaced the EF-hand together with the SAM domain, here-

after referred to as EF–SAM, with the FK506- and rapamycin-

binding protein (FKBP12) or FKBP rapamycin-binding (FRB)

domain of mammalian target of rapamycin. FKBP12 and FRB

served as Ca2+-independent protein interaction domains,

inducible by rapamycin or analogs thereof; moreover, SOCE ⁄
CRAC entry was induced irrespective of ER luminal Ca2+ levels

by treatment with rapamycin in cells expressing the STIM1–

FRB ⁄ FKBP12 fusions (55). The study (55) demonstrated the

crucial role for the oligomerization sensory function endowed

by EF–SAM within STIM proteins in triggering the arrangement

of an active STIM1–Orai1 CRAC complex at ER–PM junctions.

Characterization of EF–SAM

Biochemical and biophysical features of STIM1 EF–SAM

The importance of the cell biological studies to the elucidation

of STIM sensory function cannot be understated; however,

data linking the primary sequence to the in-cell functional

observations are important for defining the requisite machin-

ery and mechanism of ER luminal Ca2+ sensing associated

with activation of SOCE ⁄CRAC entry. To bridge this gap, the

Ca2+-sensing region of STIM1 was examined using higher

resolution biophysical and biochemical tools. As the most

conserved N-terminal region among STIM isoforms is

EF–SAM, experimental focus in this regard was on a recombi-

nant protein expressed in Escherichia coli that encompassed

residues 58–201 of STIM1 (Fig. 2A, B). Because of the high

sequence conservation from lower to upper eukaryotes (40,

56), the fundamental sensing characteristics of STIM1

EF–SAM are likely to be representative of all STIM isoforms,

with specific distinctions defined by subtle changes in primary

sequence and three-dimensional (3D) atomic structures.
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The STIM1 EF–SAM recombinant protein is well folded in

the presence of relatively high concentrations of Ca2+ (i.e.

1–2 mM). The high level of a-helical secondary structure in

the Ca2+-loaded state, readily identifiable using far-ultra violet

(UV) circular dichroism (CD), is consistent with primary

amino acid prediction analyses (57). In the absence of Ca2+, a

marked structural contrast is observed for EF–SAM, which

loses considerable a-helicity, unpredicted by sequence analy-

sis. Backbone amide 1H(N) resonance dispersion in 1H-15N

HSQC correlation spectra measured by solution nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) confirms the large conformational

differences of EF–SAM in the presence and absence of Ca2+,

with Ca2+-depleted protein solutions exhibiting much

narrower 1H(N) dispersion of peaks. Size exclusion chroma-

tography (SEC) with in-line multi-angle light scattering

(MALS) shows that Ca2+-loaded EF–SAM exists in a rigorously

monomeric state, while Ca2+-depleted STIM1 EF–SAM is in

equilibrium between a dimer and higher order oligomers.

The differences in quaternary structure are also identifiable in

NMR 1H-15N HSQC spectra, where Ca2+-depleted 1H(N)

peaks are appreciably broadened compared with those

measured in the Ca2+-loaded state (57).

ER luminal Ca2+ store refilling is an essential corollary of

SOCE ⁄CRAC entry (5, 6). In the absence of such a feedback

mechanism, an enduring augmentation of cytosolic Ca2+

would lead to apoptotic or necrotic cell death (58). SOCE-

dependent luminal store refilling and reversal of STIM1 puncta

are essential for the inactivation of PM CRAC channels (47,

53, 59). Consistent with this notion, cells with unmitigated

puncta due to expression of STIM1 with Ca2+-binding muta-

tions stain positive for an apoptotic marker (i.e. annexin-V)

(17). The observation that in vitro STIM1 EF–SAM reversibly

undergoes a monomer-to-oligomer transition in the presence

and absence of Ca2+, respectively, demonstrates the signifi-

cance of the conserved luminal region within STIM molecules

in controlling puncta formation and is fully consistent with

in-cell observations (57). The Ca2+-dependent structural

transformations of EF–SAM imparts an initial attribute to the

definition of an ER Ca2+ sensor.

The recombinant EF–SAM protein is useful for appraising

the affinity of a sensor situated in an environment with

elevated Ca2+ levels (i.e. the ER lumen). Radioactive 45Ca2+

binding measurements directly confirm the ability of EF–SAM

to bind Ca2+; moreover, the estimated binding affinity using

the same assay is low compared with cytoplasmic sensors (i.e.

Kd approximately 0.2–0.6 mM) (57). The stoichiometry of

binding appears to be approximately 1, consistent with

encoding a single EF-hand motif. A single downfield shifted

1H(N) resonance assigned to Gly81 is observed in 1H-15N

correlation spectra, implying that Ca2+ coordination occurs in

a canonical manner within the binding loop (60, 61). Indirect

binding assays using Ca2+-dependent structural changes (i.e.

intrinsic fluorescence and far-UV CD) as a probe to the frac-

tional saturation of the protein confirm the low affinity and

imply that binding is somewhat temperature dependent, with

higher affinities observed at lower temperatures (57). In-cell

studies have estimated the ER Ca2+ concentration where

STIM1 puncta formation is half maximal to be approximately

0.2 mM, consistent with the binding affinity measurements

on EF–SAM (55, 62). The binding experiments on EF–SAM

show a steep cooperativity, even though only a single Ca2+

ion appears to be coordinated in this STIM1 region. As Ca2+-

depleted STIM1 EF–SAM exists as a dimer and oligomer, the

apparent cooperativity may reflect the effect of coordination

in one site on the affinity of another site within the same

protein complex. Alternatively, the observed cooperativity

may be due to restructuring of EF–SAM as a function of Ca2+

concentration, as protein folding is inherently cooperative

(63). The cooperativity observed in Ca2+ binding to EF–SAM

is different than the cooperativity observed for full-length

STIM1 puncta formation; the in-cell cooperativity indicates

that pre-oligomerized STIM1 accretes at ER–PM junctions

rather than monomeric STIM1 (55). Overall, the estimated

Ca2+-binding affinity of STIM1 EF–SAM is reconcilable with

the high Ca2+ levels of the ER lumen (Fig. 1) and confers an

additional attribute in the definition of an ER Ca2+ sensor.

Coordination of Ca2+ drastically enhances the stability of

STIM1 EF–SAM, increasing the melting temperature (i.e. tem-

perature where the fraction of unfolded macromole-

cules ¼ 0.5) by approximately 26 �C. The heat capacity

change upon unfolding is considerably higher for the Ca2+-

loaded state compared with the -depleted state, reflecting a

greater change in solvent accessible surface area and consistent

with the steeper denaturant dependence observed for the holo

protein in urea unfolding experiments (57, 64). The thermo-

dynamic analyses offer insight into the solvent accessibility

differences of EF–SAM in the presence and absence of Ca2+,

where the apo protein exists in a less compact and more

solvent accessible state. 1-Anilino-8-napthalene-sulfonate

(ANS) extrinsic fluorescent experiments demonstrate that the

expanded apo EF–SAM structure contains greater solvent

accessible non-polar character than the Ca2+-loaded protein

(57, 65). Thus, the sensory function of STIM molecules may

be additionally delineated by sizeable changes in the stability-

defining physicochemical parameters that accompany the

binding and release of Ca2+.
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Biochemical and biophysical features of STIM2 EF–SAM

Delineating the sensory function of human STIM2 is more

challenging than STIM1, due to capricious in-cell observa-

tions. Preliminary reports linking STIM1 to SOCE ⁄CRAC entry

are contradictory in terms of the significance of STIM2 in

mediating the same process (15, 16). Subsequent studies sug-

gested that STIM2 is an inhibitor of STIM1-mediated SOCE ⁄ -
CRAC entry in various cell types (48, 49, 66). A follow-up

investigation qualified previous results in suggesting that

STIM2 activates Orai1 channels by ER Ca2+ store-dependent

and -independent modes of action and that CaM as well as

G418 (i.e. an aminoglycoside antibiotic) inhibit STIM2-medi-

ated SOCE ⁄CRAC entry (35). Additionally, an ER Ca2+ store-

dependent role for STIM2 in the maintenance of basal Ca2+

levels is described (62), and a crucial role for STIM2 in

SOCE ⁄CRAC entry is implied from data showing that T-cells

have markedly decreased cytokine production and transcrip-

tional factor (i.e. nuclear factor of activated T-cells) transloca-

tion, even though SOCE ⁄CRAC entry is not as impaired in

cells lacking STIM2 compared with STIM1 (67).

Exchanging a portion of the STIM1 canonical EF-hand loop

(i.e. residues 79–82) with the sequence-aligned residues from

STIM2 increases basal Ca2+ levels as a function of protein

expression in mammalian cells above that observed for wild-

type STIM2; however, substituting STIM1 residues into STIM2

does not induce STIM1-like behavior from mutant STIM2

(62). These data not only imply a vital role for the EF-hand

loops in influencing the functional discrepancies between

STIM isoforms but also suggest that other domains are

involved in fashioning the full sensory nuances of the

proteins. Experiments that characterize the biophysical and

biochemical properties of recombinant STIM2 EF–SAM (i.e.

encompassing residues 62–205) (Fig. 2A) offer additional data

on the functional divergence between STIM proteins. Estima-

tion of a dissociation constant for STIM2 EF–SAM using the

same 45Ca2+ experimental setup as STIM1 is not possible due

to a large variability in the saturated radioactivity of the pro-

tein; moreover, the larger baseline error for STIM2 compared

with STIM1 EF–SAM implies a lower affinity for STIM2 on a

qualitative level. However, STIM2 EF–SAM dissociation con-

stants indirectly estimated from far-UV CD demonstrate that

the Ca2+ affinity of STIM2 EF–SAM are of same magnitude as

observed for STIM1 (i.e. sub-mM) (68). A single downfield

shifted 1H(N) resonance assigned to gly86 is observed in the
1H-15N HSQC spectra, indicative of canonical Ca2+ coordina-

tion within the putative STIM2 EF–SAM loop (60, 61). In-cell

studies show that the concentration of Ca2+ within the ER

lumen where redistribution of STIM2 into puncta is half maxi-

mal is approximately 0.4 mM, in good agreement with affin-

ity estimates using recombinant EF–SAM (i.e. Kd

approximately 0.5 mM) (62, 68). Thus, low Ca2+ affinity that

is in-line with ER luminal Ca2+ levels is a defining hallmark of

ER Ca2+ sensors (Fig. 1).

Despite the rather similar Ca2+ affinities, STIM2 EF–SAM is

much more stable than the STIM1 counterpart in both the

Ca2+-loaded and -depleted states. The far-UV CD spectrum

demonstrates high a-helicity for holo STIM2 EF–SAM, as

observed for STIM1; however, in the Ca2+-depleted state,

STIM2 EF–SAM retains most of the helicity at low tempera-

tures, in contrast to STIM1 EF–SAM, which loses much of this

secondary structure. Thermal denaturation of STIM2 EF–SAM

is in-line with the gross structural data, in that the melting

temperature of apo and holo STIM2 EF–SAM is approximately

15 �C and 5 �C higher, respectively, compared with STIM1.

The considerably enhanced stability of the apo state translates

into an ability of Ca2+-depleted STIM2 EF–SAM to maintain a

monomeric albeit less-compact conformation at low tempera-

tures, deduced from SEC elution profiles. Nonetheless,

destabilization of apo STIM2 EF–SAM by increasing the tem-

perature induces oligomerization of the recombinant protein,

monitored by 1H-15N HSQC spectra, which have severely

broadened peaks, and SEC, which shows the protein largely in

the void volume [i.e. in S200 Superdex columns (GE Health-

care, Baie d’Urfe, Canada)]. The oligomerization of apo

STIM2 EF–SAM is concentration dependent, with higher pro-

tein concentrations more readily oligomerizing; moreover,

oligomerization is coupled with a loss in a-helicity, moni-

tored by far-UV CD (68). The EF–SAM data advocate a Ca2+-

depletion-dependent sensory definition for STIM proteins that

involves homotypic protein–protein interactions; both STIM1

and STIM2 EF–SAM have an inherent ability to homotypically

interact.

Atomic resolution structure of STIM1 EF–SAM

Structural topology of Ca2+-loaded STIM1 EF–SAM

Atomic level structural detail of STIM proteins is largely

absent. Three-dimensional structural information combined

with the in-cell functional and in vitro biophysical studies are

imperative to comprehensively understand the molecular

forces that govern Ca2+ sensing and activation of SOCE ⁄CRAC

entry. Available structural information is limited to the recom-

binant EF–SAM protein of STIM1. The high quality solution

data from conventional NMR experiments for Ca2+-loaded

STIM1 EF–SAM offers a means to the extensive structural
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analysis of the protein. The nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE)-

based EF–SAM structural ensemble shows this region folds

into a single compact tertiary structure consisting of 10

a-helices and two short anti-parallel b-strands (Fig. 3). The

high helical content is fully consistent with far-UV CD and

primary sequence analyses, while the single cooperative fold

of the EF-hand together with the SAM domain is coherent

with fitted two-state folding thermodynamics (57, 69).

‘Hidden’ structural components

The sequence-based canonical EF-hand motif is readily identi-

fied in the 3D structure, with the a1–b1–a2 components

making up the standard helix-loop-helix motif. The atomic

structure brings to light a second helix-loop-helix motif in the

a3–b2–a4 EF-hand not recognized in sequence-based struc-

tural predictions. The loop of the non-canonical EF-hand is

unable to form the tight turn required for Ca2+ coordination

(70–72), but rather, prominently orients the carbonyl oxygen

and amide hydrogen atoms of Ile115 for direct hydrogen-

bonding with the amide hydrogen and carbonyl oxygen

atoms of Val83 positioned in the canonical EF-hand loop;

moreover, this hydrogen-bond configuration mutually stabi-

lizes the EF-hand pair through the creation of a small anti-

parallel b-sheet within EF–SAM (Fig. 3), as observed for other

EF-hand-encoding proteins (73). A short helix, also unidenti-

fied by primary sequence analyses, links the EF-hand pair with

the residues of the SAM domain. The SAM domain adopts a

five-helix bundle (a6–a7–a8–a9–a10) that has been well

characterized in other SAM domains (74–76). In addition to

the cluster of hydrophobic residues within the SAM bundle

core (i.e. at the interface of the five helices) observed with

other SAM domains, the STIM1 domain atypically arranges

additional non-polar residues at the face opposite to that core

on a10, directly adjacent to the EF-hand pair (Fig. 4).

The exterior surface of EF–SAM is primarily negatively

charged at neutral pH. The electrostatic surface may play a role

in the guidance of the divalent Ca2+ cation to the EF-hand

binding loop. Residues from both the canonical and the non-

canonical EF-hand contribute to the arrangement of a highly

negative potential adjacent to the Ca2+ liganding site. EF-hand

residues forming the electrostatic surface include Asp77,

Asp78, Asp82, Asp84, Glu86, Glu87, Asp89, Glu90, Glu94,

Asp95, Glu111, Asp112, Glu118, and Glu118 (69). The SAM

surface also contributes anionic charges in the extension of

the negative potential to the SAM side of the protein with

Glu135, Glu136, and Asp196 residues (69). The predomi-

nantly anionic potential of EF–SAM contributes to the aberrant

mobility of STIM in electrophoretic experiments (57, 69).

However, it is important to note that several cationic amino

acids also cluster on the SAM domain forming a prominent

positive patch (i.e. Lys180, Arg184, Arg187, Lys189,

Lys193), which may afford a binding site for oppositely

charged nucleic acids (77, 78) or the surface of membrane

lipids (79), as seen with other SAM domains.

Numerous structural homologs are found for both the

EF-hand and the SAM domains encoded by STIM1. The most

analogous structure for the EF-hand pair is the C-terminal

domain of bovine Ca2+-bound CaM with a backbone root

mean square deviation (rmsd) of 3.2 Å (Fig. 5.). The interheli-

cal angles within the first EF-hand motifs of C-terminal CaM

and STIM1 are nearly identical (i.e. approximately 80º versus

Fig. 3. Atomic 3D structure of STIM1 EF-SAM. Ca2+-loaded EF–SAM folds into a compact entity consisting of ten a-helices and two anti-parallel
b-strands. The canonical EF-hand (red backbone) coordinates the single Ca2+ ion (yellow sphere). The non-canonical EF-hand (blue backbone)
stabilizes the canonical loop through backbone carbonyl and amide hydrogen-bonding. A short helix (grey backbone) sequentially links the EF-hand
and SAM domains. The SAM domain (green backbone) folds into a five-helix bundle. For clarity, the small anti-parallel b-sheet is illustrated after a 90º
rotation about the y-axis. Ribbons and arrowheads represent a-helix and b-strand secondary structures, respectively. Coloring is consistent with
Fig. 2A. (pdbID: 2k60.pdb). Adapted from (69).
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82º, respectively), while the angles of second EF-hand pair are

less similar but also in a noticeably ‘open’ conformation.

‘Open’ EF-hands, defined by interhelical angles of greater than

approximately 70º, are a hallmark of many Ca2+-loaded

EF-hands; moreover, the ‘open’ conformation exposes several

non-polar residues for hydrophobically mediated biomolec-

ular interactions (80, 81). The STIM1 SAM domain shows a

very high degree of structural homology with the SAM

domain of EphB2 receptor (i.e. rmsd = 2.1 Å) (Fig. 5). In

general, SAM domains maintain a high degree of structural

conservation despite only modest sequence identity. SAM

domains are categorized as protein interaction domains;

further, several modes of SAM interaction are defined from

available structural data (74, 82). For example, a constricted

SAM dimer is formed via swapping of N-terminal arms

with additional intermolecular contacts between the C-ter-

mini of the domain (75). Another binding mechanism

involves only N-terminal arm exchange, leaving the C-ter-

mini rotated away from each other (76). A third mode

occurs through hydrophobic interactions between the

mid-loops (i.e. centrally located loops) and the C-terminal

helices (82, 83).

The EF-hand-SAM domain intramolecular interaction

While the separately observed SAM and EF-hand domain

tertiary folds within the EF–SAM structure are characteristic of

many known structures in nature (Fig. 5), the intimate intra-

molecular association between the domains is distinctive. The

significance of this interaction is underscored by the facts that

the STIM1 EF-hand pair remains in an unfolded state when

expressed in the absence of the SAM domain, while the

instability of the SAM domain in isolation precludes any

experimental work. Conversely, when the domains are

expressed in tandem as per in STIM proteins, a stable and

compact globular fold is realized (57, 69). The mutual folding

and stability observed for Ca2+-loaded EF–SAM is a result of

robust hydrophobic contacts between the EF-hand pair and

residues primarily from the non-polar residues opposite to the

SAM bundle core. Prominent Leu195 and Leu199 side chains

of a10 restrain the SAM domain via intimate contacts with a

hydrophobic cleft shaped by several residues of the EF-hand

domain (Fig. 4). The cleft residues minimally include Val68,

Ile71, His72, Leu74, Met75, Leu92, Leu96, Lys104, Phe108,

Ile115, and Leu120, contributed from each component of the

Fig. 4. Hydrophobic interactions within EF-SAM. The folded SAM domain contains a hydrophobic core formed by non-polar residues (brown
sticks) contributed from each of the five helices (i.e., a6–a7–a8–a9–a10). A second hydrophobic patch created exclusively by a10 residues (red
sticks) is buried on the opposite face of the domain via intimate packing with a large cleft formed by non-polar residues (cyan sticks) from the EF-
hand domain. For clarity, the SAM and EF-hand domains are shown in the absence of the complementary binding domain with a 90º rotation about
the y-axis. Coloring is consistent with Fig. 2A. (pdbID: 2k60.pdb). Adapted from (69).

Fig. 5. EF–SAM structural homologs. The C-terminal EF-hand domain
of Ca2+-loaded bovine CaM (pdbID: 1prw.pdb; cyan backbone) is the
nearest structural homolog to the EF-hand pair of STIM1 (red and blue
backbone). The SAM domain of the EphB2 tyrosine kinase receptor
(pdbID: 1b4f.pdb; yellow backbone) most closely resembles the SAM
domain of STIM1 (green backbone). Structural homologs were searched
for using the DALI server (119). Ca2+ ions coordinated by CaM and
EF–SAM are shown as orange and yellow spheres, respectively.
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EF-hand not directly involved in liganding of Ca2+ (i.e.

a1–a2–a3–b2–a4) (Fig. 4).

Remarkably, the orientation of the anchor residues within

the a10 helix of the SAM domain is analogous to CaM recogni-

tion of target peptides, such as smooth muscle myosin light

chain kinase (smMLCK) (30, 84, 85). In the CaM intermolecu-

lar target recognition of the smMLCK peptide, the ‘open’ con-

formation of the EF-hand domains induced by Ca2+ binding

exposes a non-polar cleft, which interacts with a hydrophobic

anchor side chain (i.e. Leu813) (30, 85) on the peptide. In the

STIM1 EF-hand intramolecular recognition of SAM, the ‘open’

conformation induced by Ca2+ binding forms a non-polar cleft

that interacts with anchor side chains (i.e. Leu195 and Leu199)

from the SAM domain. Hence, both ER luminal (i.e. STIM1)

and cytosolic sensors (i.e. CaM) have evolved a Ca2+-induced

biomolecular interaction mediated by the ‘open’ conformation

of integral EF-hand domains. However, the regulatory statuses

are contrary to one another, with CaM in an activation confor-

mation and STIM1 maintaining an inactivation mode (Fig. 1).

The oligomerization function of STIMs

EF–SAM intermolecular interactions

STIM1 signals opening of CRAC channels in the Ca2+-depleted

state, with homotypic oligomerization as a key initiation event

in this activation. EF–SAM is capable of reversibly undergoing

a Ca2+-depletion-dependent monomer-to-oligomer transi-

tion, implying a fundamental role for this STIM region in

signaling of SOCE ⁄CRAC entry. Oligomerization of EF–SAM is

coupled with destabilization and partial unfolding of the

entity (57, 68). The conformational alteration (i.e. loss in sec-

ondary and change in tertiary structure) proceeds through

both domains and ultimately augments the surface exposed

hydrophobicity, as evidenced by far and near-UV CD data as

well as thermodynamic folding analyses. The obligatory co-

stabilization of the EF-hand and SAM domains in the Ca2+-

loaded state, the instability of the isolated domains irrespective

of Ca2+ levels, and the destabilization-coupled oligomeriza-

tion suggest that the intimate intramolecular association of the

structural domains within EF–SAM is central to the sensory

function of STIM proteins; thus, disruption of the EF-hand-

SAM domain contacts should drive the EF–SAM initiated

activation of SOCE ⁄ CRAC entry. Indeed, substitution of

hydrophobic cleft residues or non-polar SAM anchor residues

with charged side chains (i.e. Phe108Asp ⁄ Gly110Asp and

Leu195Arg EF–SAM mutants) induces oligomerization of

STIM1 EF-SAM. The mutant EF–SAM is structurally similar to

Ca2+-depleted wildtype EF–SAM, as assessed by electron

microscopy, far-UV CD, and SEC (i.e. amorphously oligomer-

ized and partially unfolded). Furthermore, incorporation of

these mutations into full-length STIM1 and expression in

mammalian cells results in Ca2+-independent and persistent

SOCE ⁄CRAC entry assessed by STIM localization and cytosolic

Ca2+ studies (69).

Acquiring atomic resolution data of apo EF–SAM is

challenging due to the polydispersity of the oligomers as well

as the partially unfolded nature of the coupled subunits. How-

ever, the domains that constitute EF–SAM have been well

studied in other proteins and can provide insight regarding

the oligomerization mechanism of EF–SAM. A structure-based

sequence alignment of several homologous SAM domains

including STIM1 shows the conservation of non-polar resi-

dues in the N-terminal, mid-loop, as well as C-terminal

regions (69); these components of SAM are implicated in

intermolecular SAM domain interactions (74, 82) (vide infra).

Mutations rationalized from these alignments that are

intended to inhibit homotypic interactions are ineffective at

quelling EF–SAM oligomerization, despite success in other

SAM domains. For example, variants of the centrally located

SAM loop either form oligomers constitutively (i.e.

Leu167Arg and Thr172Arg) or have no effect on wildtype-

like EF–SAM oligomerization function (i.e. Ala163Arg and

Leu179Arg). Similarly, SAM N-terminal helix mutations

within EF–SAM have no effect on Ca2+-depletion-dependent

oligomerization (i.e. Trp132Arg), while mutations in the

C-terminal helix cause Ca2+-insensitive oligomerization (i.e.

Leu195Arg). The mutations substitute a charged cationic

residue for a hydrophobic one to disrupt hydrophobicity-

mediated associations. However, the magnitude of disruption

by a single Arg may be insufficient to inhibit EF–SAM oligo-

merization, and further work is required to totally rule out

previous modes of SAM interaction in the intermolecular

associations of EF–SAM.

The EF-hands of Ca2+-depleted CaM adopt a ‘closed’ con-

formation with interhelical angles estimated at approximately

45� (80, 81). In the ‘closed’ conformation, the helices of CaM

assume a significantly more anti-parallel orientation, burying

the non-polar cleft residues in the process. As expected, sur-

face hydrophobicity of CaM in the ‘closed’ state is lower than

‘open’ CaM (80, 81). By contrast, differences in ANS fluores-

cence in addition to estimates of changes in heat capacity and

denaturant dependence of unfolding for Ca2+-depleted

EF–SAM versus holo EF–SAM imply an increase in surface

hydrophobicity for apo EF–SAM (57). It follows that the

exposure of non-polar residues by the EF-hand and the

SAM domains to solvent is a significant force promoting
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oligomerization of Ca2+-depleted EF-SAM. Hence, ER luminal

sensors (i.e. STIMs) structurally adopt a Ca2+-depleted state,

which enhances surface hydrophobicity to promote protein–

protein interactions; this mechanism is opposite to cytosolic

sensors (i.e. CaM), which bury non-polar residues in the

Ca2+-depleted state to restrain protein–protein interactions.

Isoform crosstalk between STIM isoforms

The ability of STIM1 and STIM2 to heterotypically interact

was revealed several years before the link between STIM and

SOCE ⁄CRAC entry was elucidated (39). More recently, co-

localization is evident in live cell fluorescence experiments,

where Ca2+-binding mutant STIM1 that forms puncta inde-

pendent of ER luminal Ca2+ levels recruits wildtype STIM2 to

the same junctions (66). Additionally, ER luminal Ca2+ deple-

tion triggers co-clustering of both wildtype isoforms within

the same puncta (62). This STIM crosstalk may provide addi-

tional regulatory control over SOCE ⁄CRAC entry expounded

by differences in Ca2+ sensitivity and structural response to

Ca2+-depletion (86).

STIM1 versus STIM2 oligomerization kinetics

EF–SAM domains are the minimally conserved ER luminal

domains of STIMs within the same species and across phylog-

eny (86). This conservation taken together with the role of

the EF-hand-SAM interaction in initializing SOCE ⁄CRAC entry

suggests that differences in the dynamics of EF–SAM oligo-

merization among isoforms may afford one level of regulation

in STIM functional diversity. This distinction is exemplified in

the differences in oligomerization kinetics between human

STIM1 and STIM2 EF–SAM. In the Ca2+-free context, STIM1

EF–SAM shows no time-dependent loss in structure, as the

recombinant protein shows a low level of a-helicity at high

and low protein concentration reflective of a persistent oligo-

merization-coupled destabilized state. By contrast, STIM2

EF–SAM undergoes a much slower transformation to the

lower helicity-coupled oligomerized state that is apparently

dependent on relative protein concentration (i.e. higher pro-

tein concentrations oligomerize faster). The discernable con-

centration-dependence of STIM2 but not STIM1 EF–SAM is

coherent with a comparatively slower change in molecularity

for STIM2. The distinction in oligomerization kinetics

between STIM1 and STIM2 EF–SAM and the coupling to a loss

in a-helicity concurrent with an increase in random coil struc-

ture agrees with the inherent unfolding characteristics of the

recombinant domains. STIM1 EF–SAM unfolds approximately

3.5 to 4-fold faster than STIM2 EF–SAM, as assessed by urea

denaturation experiments, implying that the STIM1 isoform

more readily accesses the oligomerization-coupled destabi-

lized state than STIM2 EF–SAM. While both isoforms sample

the same range of oligomer sizes, STIM2 EF–SAM has a greater

tendency to form larger oligomers, indicated by higher abso-

lute light scattering intensity at similar protein concentrations

compared with STIM1 EF–SAM (86). The distinctions in

EF–SAM association kinetics are preserved when assessing

oligomerization from the Ca2+-loaded context. Chelation of

Ca2+ from EF–SAM readily induces oligomerization of the

STIM1 form of the protein, while STIM2 EF–SAM remains

much more resistant to the homotypic assembly process (86).

In-cell data comparing various kinetic aspects of STIM-med-

iated SOCE ⁄ CRAC entry appear somewhat puzzling (see

before). For example, HEK293 cells co-expressing STIM2 with

Orai1 have a smaller and slower developing CRAC current

compared with cells expressing STIM1 with Orai1 (35). How-

ever, data monitoring kinetics of puncta formation in HeLa

cells with respect to ER Ca2+ levels (i.e. as a function of time

after ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid or thapsigargin treatment)

suggest that oligomerization together with translocation of

STIM2 occurs at higher ER luminal Ca2+ levels and therefore is

ostensibly quicker for STIM2 versus STIM1 (62). Comparing

the in-cell data to the in vitro EF–SAM observations is compli-

cated, as the full-length kinetic data minimally reflect N- and

C-terminal homotypic oligomerization, ER–PM translocation,

or STIM–Orai assembly processes, whereas the in vitro EF–SAM

kinetics are indicative of only the initiation stage of SOCE ⁄ -
CRAC entry. Nonetheless, the effect of protein concentration

on oligomerization propensity along with the notable stability

differences between STIM1 and STIM2 EF–SAM may have con-

tributed to inconsistencies observed in-cell culture with the

full-length isoforms. For example, STIM protein expression is

routinely manipulated in-cell culture using transient, stable,

and knockdown techniques; additionally, STIM2 expression

constructs employ either the wildtype ER signal peptide or a

STIM1-fused ER-signal, which could alter ER targeting

efficiency. Furthermore, cell culture experiments are often

performed at a non-specific ambient temperature. Considering

that protein concentration and stability are two imperative

factors that influence oligomerization of STIM2 EF–SAM,

inconsistencies in the cell culture results may have originated

from irregularities in these experimental variables.

Luminal STIM sequence variability and EF–SAM stability

While the EF–SAM-encoding regions of STIM proteins are

highly conserved, the extraneous lumen-oriented residues
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show considerable isoform-specific variability (Fig. 2A, B). For

instance, Drosophila melanogaster, which only encodes a single

STIM protein, contains 113 residues beyond EF–SAM towards

the N-terminus compared with 14 for Caenorhabditis elegans

STIM1, 35 for human STIM1, and 47 for human STIM2 (86).

The effect of the additional residues on the secondary struc-

ture of EF–SAM is minimal based on differences in the far-UV

CD spectra of recombinant STIM1 and STIM2 proteins that

include the full complement of luminal residues compared

with EF–SAM alone. In fact, the Ca2+-loaded proteins from

the longer constructs exhibit less CD intensity on a per residue

basis (i.e. mean residue ellipticity), implying a lower overall

percentage of a-helicity. A similar structural transformation

occurs upon Ca2+-depletion as observed with the EF–SAM

constructs. Nonetheless, the added residues have a marked sta-

bilizing effect on the luminal domains in both the Ca2+-

loaded and -depleted states, increasing the melting tempera-

tures by approximately 15 �C in each case for both isoforms

(86). Unambiguous differences in stability and oligomeriza-

tion propensity are observed for human STIM1 and STIM2

EF–SAM proteins (57, 68); further tweaking of EF–SAM stabil-

ity conferred by extraneous ER luminal residues may contrib-

ute to differences in sensory characteristics observed between

intra- and inter-species isoforms. Hence, ER Ca2+ sensors

employ a mechanism of genetic polymorphism to modulate

the sensory responses in the ER lumen induced by changes in

Ca2+ levels.

STIM1 activation of Orai1

The minimal Orai1 activation domain within STIM1

Co-immunoprecipitation experiments either suggest a direct

interaction between STIM1 and Orai1 (21, 22) or no interac-

tion between these ER and PM situated proteins (87). These

data provide support for both a Ca2+ influx factor model,

where a diffusible component may be induced by STIM1 olig-

omerization (88, 89), or a conformationally coupled model,

which implies that a direct association between STIM1 and

Orai1 promotes a conformational change to the PM Ca2+

channel, ultimately activating SOCE ⁄CRAC entry (90). Consid-

erably more data have come to support the direct coupling

model with identification of the regional sequence determi-

nants for the heterotypic interaction within the STIM1 and

Orai1 cytosolic domains. For example, Orai1 and STIM1 are

co-localized at ER–PM junctions (44, 45), fluorescence reso-

nance energy transfer (FRET) occurs between labeled STIM1

and Orai1 after store depletion (91, 92), and expression of

the entire cytosolic domain of STIM1 (i.e. without the luminal

or TM region) can activate Orai1-composed CRAC channels

irrespective of ER luminal Ca2+ levels (54, 91, 93). Further-

more, three independent investigations have bounded the

minimally required cytosolic region from STIM1 for activation

of Orai1-mediated SOCE ⁄CRAC entry to residues encoded

through the ERM-like region (Fig. 2A). Muik et al. (94) show

that an Orai1-activating small C-terminal fragment (OASF)

consisting of residues 233–450 enhances the activation of

Orai1 compared with the full cytosolic region of STIM1. A

CRAC activation domain (CAD) further tapers the minimum

range for maximal activation to residues 342–448 (95).

Finally, maximal CRAC channel activation is observed with a

STIM1 Orai activating region (SOAR) construct consisting

only of residues 344–442 from STIM1 (96).

STIM1 is capable of forming puncta without the presence of

Orai1 on the PM; conversely, Orai1 cannot move into puncta

without coupling to STIM1 (46). Deletion of the Lys-rich

region from STIM1 prevents redistribution of STIM1 to

ER–PM junctions; however, when this truncation mutant is

co-expressed with Orai1, puncta formation can ensue in

response to luminal Ca2+ depletion (52, 95). The C-terminal

peptides provide additional data regarding these discrepancies,

in that CAD and SOAR show a pervasive cytosolic distribution

when expressed without Orai1 but co-localize in puncta with

Orai1 when expressed with the CRAC channel component,

independent of ER luminal Ca2+ (95, 96). The co-localization

is also observed with the longer OASF peptide (94) and is

indicative of an Orai1–OASF ⁄ CAD ⁄ SOAR activating interac-

tion. Nonetheless, co-clustering of STIM1 and Orai1 is not

sufficient for activation of SOCE ⁄ CRAC, as the STIM1 trunca-

tion mutant (i.e. residues 1–440) can recruit Orai1 to puncta

without activating CRAC ⁄ SOCE entry (95). Similarly, STIM1

carrying Leu347Ala ⁄Gln348Ala mutations can form puncta

with Orai1 in response to luminal Ca2+-depletion without

activating SOCE ⁄CRAC entry, whereas SOAR Leu347Ala ⁄
Gln348Ala variants neither form puncta nor show SOCE ⁄
CRAC entry (96).

OASF ⁄ CAD ⁄ SOAR gating of Orai1

Evidence suggests that the functional Orai1 channel pore

adopts a tetrameric quaternary structure (97–99). Recombi-

nant CAD mainly populates a tetrameric state in solution (95),

whereas recombinant SOAR assumes monodisperse dimeric

form (96). Similarly, the OASF peptide tends to homodimer-

ize and disruption of this interaction by deletion of residues

420–450 precludes any SOCE ⁄CRAC activation (94). The

dimeric nature of SOAR and OASF is consistent with the
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minimal stoichiometric approximation of the functional CRAC

channel pore that includes an Orai1 tetramer together with a

STIM1 dimer (97). CAD and SOAR both specifically interact

with the C-terminal domain Orai1, as mutations (i.e. Leu273-

Ser) or complete truncation of this cytosolic region within

Orai1 inhibits SOCE ⁄ CRAC entry (95, 96). Similarly, these

Orai1 variants are resistant to clustering and activation by

wildtype STIM1 (52, 91). Deletion of the entire cytosolic

N-terminal portion of Orai1 inhibits activation of SOCE ⁄CRAC

entry but not co-clustering of the mutant Orai1 with wildtype

STIM1 (52). Furthermore, wildtype STIM1 inefficiently acti-

vates an Orai1 variant with the majority of the N-terminal res-

idues deleted (i.e. D1–73) (52, 96), while the SOAR and CAD

domains are both capable of coupling to and activating this

deletion variant (95, 96). Deletion of the downstream resi-

dues toward the first transmembrane segment of Orai1 (i.e.

D73–84) suppresses CAD activation of SOCE ⁄CRAC entry

(95). These data imply that OASF ⁄CAD ⁄ SOAR interacts with

both the C- and N-terminal cytosolic regions of Orai1, the

C-terminal region of Orai1 is requisite for coclustering with

STIM1, and wildtype STIM1 interacts with Orai1 in a more

multifarious manner than the minimal Orai1-activating

domains. Consistent with this notion, a Pro3Ala ⁄ Pro5Ala

mutant Orai1 is inefficiently activated by wildtype STIM1;

however, a Lys684Glu ⁄ Lys685Glu mutant STIM1 restores the

Pro3Ala ⁄ Pro5Ala Orai1-mediated SOCE ⁄ CRAC entry, suggest-

ing that the STIM1 Lys-rich region may communicate with

the Orai1 N-terminal Pro-rich region permitting the OASF ⁄
CAD ⁄ SOAR interactions, which activate SOCE ⁄CRAC entry

(96) in addition to targeting STIM1 to ER–PM junctions (95,

100). Nonetheless, the data show that only the OASF ⁄CAD ⁄
SOAR region of STIM1 is necessary and sufficient to recruit

Orai1 to ER–PM junctions and activate SOCE ⁄CRAC entry

through direct interactions. Hence, ER Ca2+ sensors have

highly defined regions apart from the sensory machinery (i.e.

EF–SAM) that ultimately transduce Ca2+ signals to effector

biomolecules.

A universal signaling function for STIMs

Transient receptor potential canonical channels

Considerable data show that STIM1 regulates TRP canonical

(TRPC) channels (101). TRPC channels are defined as non-

selective, Ca2+-permeable PM channels; moreover, many

TRPC members are implicated in SOCE due to a functional

sensitivity to ER luminal Ca2+ stores (13). An association

between TRPC1 and STIM1, first established in activated plate-

lets, also implicates type II IP3 receptors in a ternary complex;

moreover, anti-STIM1 antibody inhibits translocation of

STIM1 to the PM and prevents TRPC1–STIM1 interactions (i.e.

STIM1–TRPC1 puncta formation) as well as, ultimately dimin-

ishing SOCE (102). The cytosolic C-terminal domain of

STIM1 is sufficient for associations with TRPC family members

(i.e. TRPC1, TRPC2, and TRPC4) with the ERM-like region of

STIM1 explicitly implicated in these interactions and the

Lys-rich region important for gating (54). The gating is

electrostatically mediated by STIM1 residues (i.e. Lys684 and

Lys685) that bind to conserved negative charges in TRPC

channels (100). A requirement for Orai1 in TRPC1-dependent

SOCE (103) and a direct interaction between Orai and TRPC

proteins (104) have also been demonstrated. Additionally,

lipid raft domains are believed to facilitate the TRPC1–STIM1

assembly process by targeting Ca2+-depleted STIM1 to ER–PM

junctions (105). In stark contrast to the above observations,

Dehaven et al. (106) refute a role for STIM1 and Orai1 in

regulating TRPC channels, as co-expression of STIM1 with

TRPC family members fails to enhance Ca2+ entry, RNAi

targeted to STIM1 and Orai1 has no effect on TRPC7 activity,

and disruption of lipid rafts does not disturb STIM1

localization and SOCE ⁄ CRAC entry. The reasons for these

discrepancies remain unclear.

ER dynamics, arachidonic acid regulated channels, and
adenylyl cyclase

STIM1 expressed in mammalian cells exhibits a diffuse and

tubular distribution within the ER concurrent with replete

luminal Ca2+ stores (16, 49, 51). The fibrillar manifestation

of STIM1 is co-localized with a-tubulin (51, 107). Depoly-

merization of the microtubules with nocodazole also disrupts

the STIM1 fibrillar morphology (51, 107); however, micro-

tubule disruption has been shown to both inhibit the activa-

tion of SOCE ⁄CRAC entry in cells treated with nocodazole

(107) and conversely, have little effect in cells treated with

nocodazole (44, 51) or taxol (108). Consistent with the latter

result, knockdown of the microtubule plus-end tracking pro-

tein EB1, which interacts with STIM1 and plays a role in ER

remodeling, does not modify SOCE ⁄CRAC entry (108). Over-

expression of STIM1 may contribute to the seemingly micro-

tubule depolymerization-resistant activation of SOCE ⁄CRAC

entry (107, 109, 110). Interestingly, T-cell receptor engage-

ment with antigen-presenting cells induces STIM1–Orai1

co-accumulation at the site of stimulation (111) and in dense

structures at the opposite side of the T-cell; moreover, the

dense cap-like structures are not a result of ER remodeling but

are inhibited by microtubule depolymerization (i.e. treatment
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with colchicine) (112). Hence, while microtubule disruption

does not appear to affect the inherent STIM1–Orai1 interac-

tion, the cytoskeleton may be important in focusing these

molecular CRAC complexes at immunological synapses in

T-cell activation (112).

While there is conjecture as to a role for PM STIM1 in

SOCE ⁄CRAC entry signaling (17, 38), a more explicit role for

PM-situated STIM1 is defined with arachidonic acid regulated

Ca2+-selective (ARC) channels (41, 113). Activation of ARC

channels occurs via arachidonic acid acting on the intracellular

side of the PM and is mediated independent of ER luminal

Ca2+ levels (113, 114). Inhibiting glycosylation of STIM1

attenuates ARC channel activity, likely by decreasing the sur-

face targeting of the protein (41). Additional studies show

that the ARC channel pore is composed of Orai1 as well as

Orai3 subunits (115).

An additional role for Orai1 and STIM1 in the regulation of

adenylyl cyclase (AC) has recently come to light (116, 117).

Translocation of STIM1 to sites in close apposition to the PM

is critical for ER Ca2+ store-dependent cyclic adenosine mono-

phosphate (cAMP) production by AC on the PM; moreover,

the STIM1 translocation occurs independent of cytosolic Ca2+

levels and is attenuated by STIM1 puncta inhibitors [i.e. 1-(5-

chloronaphthalene-1-sulfonyl)-1H-hexahydro-1,4-diazepine

and 2-aminoethoxydiphenyl borate] (116). Although

co-immunoprecipitation experiments fail to confirm a physi-

cal interaction between STIM1 and AC (116), imaging data

show co-localization of Orai1, STIM1, and AC on lipid rafts

(117). Taken together, the heterotypic interaction data sup-

port the notion that a variety of biomolecules are present in a

multi-protein complex involving STIM1 at ER–PM junctions

and on the PM (47). The capacity of STIMs to regulate multi-

ple effector proteins through a common luminal sensing

mechanism and the alternative function of PM STIM1 reveals

diverse molecular target regulation that is not unlike CaM.

Conclusions

Modeling STIM regulation of SOCE ⁄ CRAC entry

The current reviewed data on STIM regulatory action exposes

several key steps in the activation of SOCE ⁄ CRAC entry

(Fig. 6). With ER Ca2+ stores replete of Ca2+, the conserved

luminal region within STIM (i.e. EF–SAM) suppresses homo-

typic STIM associations directed through the cytosolic domains

of the protein. The stable and compact fold of Ca2+-loaded EF–

SAM, promoted by intimate hydrophobic interactions between

the ‘open’ EF-hand pair and SAM domain, preserves the

monomeric STIM1 state. Extraneous residues within the lumi-

nal region of STIM proteins that are variable among phylogeny

(i.e. proximal to EF–SAM) tweak the stability of EF–SAM

in a species-specific manner. Upon Ca2+ depletion, EF–SAM

undergoes a conformational change associated with a drastic

destabilization of the region, an increase in hydrophobicity

and a shift to larger quaternary structure. This EF–SAM destabi-

lization, dimerization, and oligomerization is compatible with

and re-establishes homotypic cytosolic contacts between STIM

molecules, probably interceded by residues encoded through

the ERM-like region. The oligomerization and subsequent

translocation of STIM to ER–PM junctions occurs in a coopera-

tive manner, where the clustered OASF ⁄CAD ⁄ SOAR domains

within STIMs recruit PM-diffusing Orai1 to the puncta

through heterotypic associations with the C-terminal domain

of Orai1. OASF ⁄CAD ⁄ SOAR interactions with both the N- and

C-terminal domains of Orai1 play a role in mediating the gat-

ing signal from the OASF ⁄ CAD ⁄ SOAR domains. The precise

atomic EF–SAM oligomerization mechanism which triggers

the downstream events of SOCE is not known; furthermore,

whether a conformational change is transduced from the lumi-

nal domains to the cytoplasmic domains within STIM has yet

to be determined. Additionally, the function of the most vari-

able regions within STIM molecules in mediating homo- and

heterotypic intra- as well as intermolecular interactions has

not been elucidated. Atomic resolution 3D structures of

STIM–STIM and Orai–STIM complexes will greatly enhance

our understanding of these and other outstanding questions in

the signaling of SOCE ⁄CRAC entry.

The specialized ER Ca2+ sensing function of STIMs

Intracellular Ca2+ sensors that function in the cytoplasm and

sense the Ca2+ signal in the range of 0.1–1 lM are well char-

acterized (see Paradigm of intracellular Ca2+ sensing for details). By

virtue of multiple functional EF-hand motifs, the cytoplasmic

Ca2+ sensors exercise high affinity (i.e. typically sub-lM) and

cooperativity in Ca2+ binding, functioning in essence, as a

molecular switch. In the past, no ER-specific Ca2+ sensor

protein was recognized for comparison with cytosolic sensors.

STIM proteins are the first described ER-specific Ca2+ sensors

that respond to the high Ca2+ concentrations of the lumen

and regulate SOCE ⁄ CRAC channels; moreover, structural

characteristics that enable ER Ca2+ sensors to achieve this

essential task had been unknown until the NMR-driven

structure of STIM1 EF–SAM domain was elucidated.

The 3D structure revealed a number of commonalities and

differences between STIMs and well-established cytoplasmic

Ca2+ sensor proteins such as CaM (Table 1). Similar to
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cytoplasmic sensors, STIM1 was discovered to possess paired

EF-hand motifs. However, the paired EF-hands were unex-

pectedly found to intimately interact with a SAM domain,

encoded in tandem to the EF-hand domain. This STIM1 lumi-

nal intramolecular interaction is mediated by a hydrophobic

pocket formed by an ‘open’ EF-hand conformation, which is a

mechanism typically employed in the target interactions of

cytoplasmic Ca2+ sensors. Hence, the structural architecture

used to facilitate both ER and cytoplasmic sensing follows a

basic theme of EF-hand sensory mechanisms with a fascinat-

ing caveat: whereas ‘open’ EF-hand domains of cytosolic sen-

sors are in an activated mode that promotes heterotypic

effector interactions, ER Ca2+ sensors are dormant in the

‘open’ state. The inactive state of the EF-hand domains within

STIM1 is preserved through intimate intramolecular interac-

tions with the heterologous SAM domain (i.e. SAM). Intrigu-

ing distinctions extend to a few additional features. First, the

second EF-hand motif in STIM1 is non-functional in Ca2+

binding. Disabled EF-hands are found in other members of

the CaM superfamily such as recoverin and myosin light

chains, but unlike these cytosolic examples which retain mul-

tiple binding sites by virtue of encoding more EF-hand motifs

(i.e. two pairs of EF-hand motifs), the single-loop binding

impediment in the STIM EF-hand domain (i.e. one pair of EF-

hand motifs) in combination with the SAM interaction is suffi-

cient to generate a functionally low Ca2+ affinity (Kd approxi-

mately 200–600 lM) requisite for luminal Ca2+ sensing in

the range of 200–800 lM. Moreover, the second EF-hand

motif of STIM1 is essential for maintaining the overall struc-

tural architecture of the EF–SAM fold. Second, the Ca2+-

depleted EF–SAM domain is dramatically less stable than the

Ca2+ loaded state. By combining a single low affinity Ca2+

binding site with an unprecedentedly low structural stability,

ER Ca2+ sensors are able to homotypically oligomerize, a pre-

requisite to the assembly of functional SOCE ⁄CRAC channels.

Remarkably, upon ER Ca2+ store repletion, STIM oligomeriza-

tion is completely reversible, implying that orchestrated asso-

ciation and dissociation occurs between luminal EF–SAM, the

Fig. 6. Model of STIM1-mediated SOCE ⁄ CRAC activation. STIM1 EF–SAM is well-folded and stable at basally high luminal Ca2+ levels. Upon Ca2+

depletion from the ER lumen, EF–SAM becomes destabilized and transforms to a higher order structure (i.e. dimer and ⁄ or oligomer). Destabilization
of EF–SAM permits and ⁄ or promotes cytosolic STIM association to occur and subsequent translocation of interacting STIM molecules to ER–PM
junctions. At ER–PM junctions, the cytosolic OASF ⁄ CAD ⁄ SOAR region of STIM1 recruits and opens tetrameric Orai1 CRAC channels via interactions
with the cytosolic domains of Orai1, both of which play a role in the activation of SOCE ⁄ CRAC entry. 3D structures in all figures were rendered in
Pymol (120). Adapted from (69).
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cytoplasmic domains, the Orai channel pore components, and

other proteins associated with the SOCE ⁄CRAC complex.

CaM employs a mechanism of conformational plasticity to

modulate the action of fundamentally diverse effector pro-

teins. STIMs also reveal an ability to universally signal several

different proteins through the evolution of highly defined

modular domains segregated from the sensory machinery (i.e.

EF–SAM luminal sensing versus cytosolic activation domains)

that ultimately transmit the luminal sensing signal to effectors.

Additionally, STIMs confer a regulatory diversity by virtue of

encoding multiple STIM isoforms tuned for response to spe-

cific ER luminal Ca2+ levels (i.e. STIM1 versus STIM2 versus D.

melanogaster STIM).

Overall, STIM1 operates as a molecular switch in the

SOCE ⁄CRAC pathway using variable adaption of previously

recognized cytosolic sensing activity, evolutionary

endowed from its unique structural features. These struc-

tural characteristics define STIM proteins as ER-specific

Ca2+ sensors that respond to the high Ca2+ concentrations

of the lumen to regulate Orai1-composed SOCE ⁄CRAC

channels among, in all likelihood, several other ER Ca2+-

dependent effector biomolecules.
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